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Abstract
Friction anomalies and failures in spaceflight ball bearings have commonly been attributed to lubricant
dynamics, but can also be a result of electrical discharge. Plausible scenarios of the root cause of various
bearing friction signatures in response to microscopic changes in bearing surface finishes resulting from
electrical discharge are discussed, along with supporting anecdotes, test results and observations in the
laboratory and in space. The objective of the discussion is to inform and possibly shed a new light on
previously unexplained or unverified bearing anomalies and failures.
Introduction
Electrical Discharge in bearings is a well established source of bearing degradation and failures in
terrestrial applications as discussed in Reference 1, resulting in the growing practice of grounding shafts
or using ceramic balls in many industrial motors. Only recently has electrical discharge been associated
with spaceflight bearing anomalies and failures as discussed in Reference 2, which concluded that there
is a remarkable correlation between on-orbit Reaction Wheel Assembly (RWA) bearing friction events and
large geomagnetic storms, strongly supporting electrical discharge as a likely root cause.
Conventional lore has frequently resulted in assigning blame for friction anomalies to the Goldilocks
syndrome: either too much lubricant or lubricant starvation. We examine the possible connection of a
variety of sources of electrical discharge with examples of ball bearing friction signatures specifically
observed in RWAs. Mysterious friction anomalies discussed herein occurred frequently over a lifetime of
trending on-orbit reaction wheel friction and testing hundreds of reaction wheels. The signatures made
the most logical sense to the author when electrical discharge was recently considered as a variable.
The scope of this paper is not to present scientifically proven models or conclusions, but only to open the
discussion of anomalous friction signatures to include the effects of electrical discharge and introduce this
possible root cause into the paradigms of aerospace mechanism bearings and tribology.
Background
RWA bearing friction anomalies and failures have plagued many missions since the dawn of the space
age. The ITHACO RWA product line, purchased by United Technologies Corporation as part of the
acquisition of Goodrich in 2012, had failures on a number of spacecraft over the years, starting with two
RWAs on the Far Ultraviolet Spectroscopic Explorer (FUSE) Spacecraft in November of 2001, and
eventually the failure of all four of the RWAs on that spacecraft. A series of failure investigations
performed for over a decade ultimately failed to successfully determine root cause of the bearing failures.
United Technologies, after their acquisition of Goodrich Corporation, which included the ITHACO RWA
product line, embarked on a Relentless Root Cause Analysis (RRCA) to resolve the RWA failures and
anomalies. A rigorous test program accompanied detailed modeling and analysis of every aspect of the
RWA design. A very large number of initially credible items were positively eliminated from the fault tree
by test, inspection or analysis, including many previously eliminated items, which were revisited and
exonerated with fresh objective evidence.
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Ten dedicated RWAs were built and utilized in over 75 controlled tests. The key scenarios investigated
were bearing alignment, preload, contamination, and anomalous raceway wear observed during the
bearing run-in process. These initially credible scenarios were completely eliminated by the results of the
testing, with the exception of bearing wear observed during the run-in process. This initiated a series of
controlled tests to determine the variables that could affect the anomalous wear. Test bearings were
lubricated with a controlled amount of free oil supplemented by a charge of grease. With the standard
lubrication process, the bearing inner race wear depth was consistently 0.3 to 0.4 microns, regardless of
how the grease was initially distributed. When identical tests were run with only oil, the bearings showed
an increase in wear depth when marginally lubricated with oil and when completely flooded with oil.
These contradicting results led to a conclusion that the rheological lubricant properties were not affecting
the wear, since the oil is significantly more mobile than any oil/grease mixture and should tend to reduce
any lubricant starvation effects. This quandary led to brainstorming which resulted in the introduction of
electrical discharge as a new branch of the fault tree.
The next significant breakthrough of the RRCA was when a strong correlation was made between RWA
bearing failures/anomalies and space weather, specifically coronal mass ejections from the Sun and the
resulting geomagnetic storms. In addition, there were a number of failures or anomalies on different
spacecraft, which occurred during the same geomagnetic storm. While the correlation is strong on all
reviewed failures and anomalies, the statistical arguments herein only take into account the failures and
anomalies on the FUSE spacecraft, since the author is not at liberty to discuss much of the data that
exists.
Failures of all four of the RWAs on FUSE were preceded by dry
friction anomalies, which recovered to normal levels after
operating at high speed (2000 rpm or more) for a period of days
or hours. The date of the initiation of the friction increase was
derived from the trending data. A list of the prominent FUSE
anomalies and failures is presented in Table 1, with the
magnitude and date of the friction increase, and the ranking of
any geomagnetic storm within the 3 days leading up to the
observed friction increase. The torque authority of the motor in
the FUSE RWAs was 40 mN-m. Any friction increase beyond
that value is deemed a failed RWA.

Table 1.
FUSE Friction Increase Dates

The failure of FUSE RW-X on November 25, 2001 occurred on
the same day that a dry friction increase was observed on RWY, which remained in the elevated friction state until it failed 15
days later. These simultaneous friction increases on two RWAs
occurred during the 20th largest geomagnetic storm since 1994.
Of the 12 prominent friction events observed, 4 occurred shortly
after or during geomagnetic storms ranked in the top 20 of
severity since 1994. The rarity of these events results in a
Probability of Correlation of 99.9998% as computed in
Reference 2, or nearly a 1 in a million chance of occurring
randomly.
Testing in the lab successfully duplicated the changes in friction signatures observed on orbit by simply
applying a modest voltage across RWA bearings, supporting the theory that bearing friction can be
increased by electrical discharge across the bearing. This unexpected result led to a retrospective review
of other unexplained RWA friction anomalies, which are included in this discussion.
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Scenario for Electrical Discharge Induced Bearing Failures
Figure 1 shows the sequence of events in which electrical discharge can lead to a bearing failure. This
figure is meant to provide the reader an overview of the entire process. Each of the elements of the figure
will be explained in greater detail throughout the paper.

Figure 1. Scenario for bearing failure due to electrical discharge
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Electrical Discharge Mechanism
The problem starts with increasing surface roughness of the balls and races. The mechanism for
increasing surface roughness of the ball and races in a bearing is due to electrical discharge across the
ball to race interface. Friction increase has been observed in bearings at potentials as low as 6 V as
discussed in Reference 2. Increased coefficient of friction is the key ingredient necessary for the
discussion of anomalous friction signatures and plausible causes. The most significant variables with
electrical discharge in bearings are the Elasto-Hydro-Dynamic (EHD) film thickness (electrode gap), the
lubricant electrical properties (resistance and breakdown voltage), and the characteristics of the
differential voltage across the bearing, as depicted in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Electrical Discharge variables in an oil lubricated ball bearing
These variables are constantly changing. The EHD film thickness is highly dependent on the bearing
rotation rate, and goes to zero at zero speed. Therefore, at rest, the resistance across the bearings is
shorted and no electrical discharge can occur. The lubricant electrical properties are the most important
variable since a high electrical resistance is necessary to avoid bleeding off any charge developed across
the lubricant film. Synthetic lubricants, or highly refined lubricants, are especially susceptible to electrical
discharge due to their high electrical resistivity.
The differential voltage across the bearing has been measured to be +/-1 to 2 volts during normal
operation in some reaction wheels, which are induced by the quiescent motor current. It is assumed that
higher voltage differentials are present during space weather events, when friction events have been
observed. The cause of higher voltage differentials is not yet understood, but could be induced by single
event electrical effects and transients in the motor driver during periods of spacecraft charging.
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It is important to note that the effects of electrical discharge are microscopic due to the scale of the EHD
film thickness (~0.1 micron), which is a key variable. It is also important to note that the electrical
discharge damage mechanism is not a single event, but likely a series of discharge events happening at
high frequency. The induced voltage waveform measured in a reaction wheel revealed voltages induced
at many kHz, so discharges can occur thousands of times per second for significant periods of time.
Electrical discharge across the bearing lubricant film at sufficiently high voltages results in crater
formation. An example of the results of a discharge across a lubricant film is shown in Figure 3, which
also presents the inevitable hardness increase of the rim of the formed crater since the molten race
material will be instantly oil quenched by the lubricant in the bearing, resulting in formation of untempered
Martensite has a hardness as high as Rockwell C65, compared to the tempered hardness of C58 and
C60 for the race and ball, respectively. The height of the rim of the crater increases the roughness and
the higher hardness increases the abrasive properties of the roughened bearing surfaces.

Figure 3. Electrical Discharge crater formation resulting in increased roughness
The electrical discharge mechanism is also capable of improving the surface finish of bearings with low
voltage discharges less than 3 volts. The cases of friction recovery from an elevated state are believed to
be the result of electrical discharge while operating at high speeds when the EHD film thickness
increases, and large asperities formed by higher voltage electrical discharge events are the path of
discharge for the lower voltage differential induced by the motor. The result is the erosion of the
asperities, similar to the routine manufacturing process of electro-polishing of metal surfaces as shown in
Figure 4.
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Smallest gap between ball and asperities
results in low voltage electrical discharge
directly to highest asperities

Highest asperities are reduced and low
voltage discharges are directed to smaller
asperities

Smaller asperities are reduced and low
voltage discharges are directed to smallest
asperities

Smallest asperity is reduced and surface
finish is polished to the point that low
voltage differential does not discharge

Figure 4. Low Voltage Electrical Discharge electro-polishing resulting in improved surface finish
If the composite roughness has degraded to the point that it exceeds the film thickness even at the high
speed, the asperities continuously short circuit the lubricant film and the bearing can never go into
electrical isolation. In this condition, the re-polishing mechanism is ineffective and the bearing may
continue to degrade until the retainer is weakened by wear and fractures.
The in-situ bearing polishing mechanism is documented in more detail in a United Technologies
Corporation patent application listed as Reference 3.
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Sources of Differential Voltage Across Bearings
The rotating flywheel is nominally electrically floating relative to the reaction wheel housing when the
wheel is spinning fast enough to develop a full EHD film. The only electrical path from housing to flywheel
is through the ball bearings and this path must flow through the lubricant film. High frequency switching of
motor currents has been shown to induce a voltage of 1-2 volts to a reaction wheel rotor relative to
ground when it is operating on an EHD lubricant film. This is a well-established and confirmed source of
differential across the bearings, which has been measured directly. Since the 1-2 volt electrical discharge
typically results in a smoother surface finish, the source of higher voltage transients is more important for
explaining friction anomalies associated with electrical discharge.
Motor-Induced Voltage
The 1-2 volts motor-induced voltage measured on a typical RWA was during steady state operation. A
higher voltage could be present when applying full torque, or with larger motors. One example of
anomalous friction occurred after a spacecraft went out of control and tumbled for a day or two. While
tumbling, the attitude control system went unstable and commanded an RWA motor to full torque in
alternate directions at a frequency of several cycles per second. When control of the spacecraft was
regained, the dry friction torque of the RWA had clearly increased. At the time, there was no known
connection between the motor and the bearings. The wheel spent some time near zero speed while
tumbling, but it had spent years of operation near zero speed with no detrimental effects. In hindsight, the
repeated high current oscillation in the motor likely resulted in higher than normal voltage electrical
discharge, which likely affected the bearing surface finish.
Ion Engine Charging
Ion engines can quickly change the ground potential of a spacecraft during on/off cycling and affect the
local plasma and charging environment. Out of 7 interstellar spacecraft using ITHACO reaction wheels,
only two had reaction wheel failures, specifically NASA’s DAWN and JAXA’s Hayabusa, and both
experienced multiple reaction wheel failures. When it is considered that only these two spacecraft had ion
engine propulsion, a Probability of Correlation of 99.8% between the ion engine and reaction wheel failure
results. While the mechanism for coupling of the ion engine operations into a voltage differential across
the bearings is not understood, the statistics cannot be ignored, and ion engine use should therefore be
considered as a potential cause of electrical discharge.
Space Charging
Space charging as a source of electrical discharge is supported in Reference 2 by a rock-solid correlation
of reaction wheel friction events with major geomagnetic storms. The failures and anomalies of the RWAs
on NASA’s Far Ultraviolet Spectroscopic Explorer (FUSE) spacecraft have a probability of correlation
greater than 99.999% to geomagnetic storms ranked in the top 20 since 1994. It is therefore nearly only a
one in a million chance that the events and the geomagnetic storms are only related randomly, or nearly
100% certainty that they there is a correlation. This strong correlation has also been confirmed in larger
data sets of RWA friction anomalies and failures, and a significant number of additional simultaneous
anomalies on different spacecraft have also been observed.
It is important to note that correlation does not prove causation. In the case of the space plasma
environment and mechanisms there are no known parallel or related potential causes other than the
potential effects of space charging or charged particle radiation. We therefore still regard space charging
as a likely source of differential voltage, and have used the correlations only to conclude that the root
cause of friction anomalies is related to the space environment, which could also include effects of
charged particle radiation upsets in the motor driver electronics producing a differential across the
bearings.
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Anomalous Friction Signatures
Most observed friction anomalies can be segregated into dry friction (Coulomb kinetic friction) or wet
friction (Newtonian viscous friction). The magnitude of a dry friction increase is independent of rotational
speed and therefore remains present while crossing zero speed. This is a characteristic of rubbing friction
between two surfaces under load. Viscous friction increase is proportional to rotational speed, with no
change exhibited at zero speed, which is typically a response to Newtonian shearing of a fluid between
two surfaces moving relative to each other. The characteristic signatures of both of these types of friction
anomalies are represented graphically in Figure 5. It is typical in a reaction wheel application for a dry
friction increase to occur gradually over a period of a few days and then stabilize at the elevated friction
level, while the viscous friction increase is instantaneous.

Figure 5. Dry and Wet Friction Increase Signatures

Coulomb (Dry) Friction Increase
Dry friction in reaction wheel applications is typically characterized by a 1-2 mN-m increase in friction,
which is independent of speed. A perfect example of this type of friction increase is Case 1 from
Reference 4, shown in Figure 6, which clearly shows this type of friction increase occurring starting after
Day 39 from launch.

Figure 6. Example of dry friction increase in time domain (a) and relative to wheel speed (b).
The solid blue arrow identifies the inception of the friction anomaly, showing a gradual increase over a
few days.
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The most likely mechanism for this signature is retainer windup combined with a roughened surface finish
on the balls. Retainer windup occurs when sufficient asymmetry is present in the bearing raceway to
result in ball speed variation displacement exceeding the ball pocket clearance. This results in binding of
the retainer and rubbing in the ball pockets and between the retainer pilot diameter and outer race guiding
land, as shown in Figure 7. It is believed that the asymmetry is caused by an asymmetric increase in
surface roughness of the race due to electrical discharge. In laboratory tests, the increased friction
signature could not be duplicated by severe retainer windup alone, which supports the claim that
increased roughness of the balls rubbing in the ball pockets is also necessary for the friction to increase.

Figure 7. Retainer Windup Rubbing Points due to excessive ball speed variation.
Viscous (Wet) Friction Increase
Viscous friction increases are a less common friction event for reaction wheels and are characterized by
an instantaneous increase in viscous friction, which is speed dependent. A perfect example of this type of
friction increase is Case 2 from Reference 4, shown in Figure 8, which clearly shows this type of friction
increase occurring instantaneously while operating at a constant speed of 1400 rpm on Day 45 from
launch. Subsequent on-orbit testing varied the wheel speed to characterize the friction signature, which
proved that the change is clearly speed dependent.

On-orbit
Testing
Days 52 & 53
Days 58 & 59

Days 31-45
Day 45

(a)

(b)

Figure 8. Example of viscous friction increase in time domain (a) and relative to wheel speed (b). The
solid red arrow identifies the inception of the friction anomaly, showing an instantaneous increase which
is dependent on speed, decreasing to no change at zero RPM
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This friction change signature is believed to be due to a change in ball control from inner race spin control
to outer race spin control. The balls in an angular contact ball bearing have a spin component, and in a
stable bearing, the controlling race will have pure rolling at the contact and the other race will have a
slight amount of spin at the contact. Which race is the controlling race is determined by the values of
resisting spin torque at each contact ellipse, with the higher resisting torque becoming the controlling
race. Since the load on each ellipse is the same, the resisting torque will be primarily a function of the
contact ellipse major axis dimension ‘a’ and the coefficient of friction. Most bearings have a larger contact
‘a’ dimension on the inner race, which results in inner race control for a normal bearing. If an electrical
discharge event occurs which quickly increases the roughness of the outer race, thereby increasing the
coefficient of friction, the spin control could quickly change to the outer race causing the inner race to take
the spin component as shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Inner race control changing to outer race control due to the increase in friction coefficient of the
outer race resulting from an electrical discharge
The result of the change in ball control is a change in the viscous friction torque in the EHD film at the
non-controlled contact ellipse due to ball spin. The spin of the ball on the thin EHD film will result in
Newtonian shear, which can be imagined as the friction torque resulting from a disk spinning on a plate
separated by an extremely thin viscous fluid. The larger ‘a’ dimension from the ball spin on the inner race
instead of the smaller value on the outer race would result in an increase in the viscous friction value.
An interesting anecdote supporting this model occurred during a
long-term reaction wheel test when a torque change with a signature
nearly identical to the on-orbit example in Figure 6 occurred. The
new friction level was stable and the wheel was operated for a
considerable period of time following the friction change. At the end
of the test, the bearings were removed and inspected and it was
observed that a ball had two circumferential ball wear bands with two
different widths, one the approximate width of the inner race ball
track and one the approximate width of the outer race ball track, as
sketched in Figure 10. This is what would be expected if the spin
control shifted from inner race to outer race and spent considerable
operating time in each state.

Figure 10. Artist sketch of
ball inspected after viscous
friction change

The viscous friction anomaly has not been known to result in a reduction in lifetime, which is also
consistent with the model. There is no progressive wear encountered, no binding or windup of the cage,
merely an increase in surface roughness on one race, which changes the balance of forces and torques
within the bearing.
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Oil Jog
Viscous friction spikes in some applications have been attributed to ‘oil jogs’. Tests have shown that
these “oil jog” torque signatures can be a result of electrical discharge; a theory for the phenomena will be
presented. “Oil jogs” are characterized by an abrupt increase in friction, usually while operating at a
constant speed, followed by a decay lasting seconds, minutes or hours, as approximated in Figure 10.
They have been frequently attributed to a sudden migration of lubricant into an area of the bearing where
viscous churning results in a temporary increase in torque, and which decays as the lubricant is
redistributed. These instantaneous jogs were duplicated in tests by merely applying a small voltage
across the bearings, with both positive jogs and negative jogs, as depicted in Figure 11, which does not
strongly support the common hypothesis that they are the result of lubricant dynamics. While it is hard to
imagine a mechanism for the sudden burst of lubricant migrating into a bearing, it is even harder to
imagine a mechanism for a sudden migration of bulk lubricant out of a bearing.

Figure 11. Positive and Negative Oil Jog Signatures
An alternative scenario of the mechanism
generating these events is the result of electrical
discharge. The same mechanism described in the
previous section for the viscous friction increase
may apply to this transient event. The abrupt
increase can be due to an electrical discharge event
increasing the coefficient of friction on the outer
race, which transfers ball control to the outer race,
and the gradual recovery to inner race control
occurs as the low voltage electrical discharge from
the motor re-polishes the outer race, as depicted in
Figure 12. This scenario can apply to a negative oil
jog as well, where the bearing is in a stable outer
race control condition, and an electrical discharge
event increases the coefficient of friction on the
inner race, resulting in an abrupt decrease in
viscous friction and similar gradual recovery.
Figure 12. Electrical discharge scenario for
Oil Jog Signature
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Retainer (Cage) Instability
Retainer instability is a severe type of bearing friction anomaly, which can ultimately lead to bearing
failure if the retainer fractures. It is characterized by an almost instantaneous increase in friction and
audible noise, which periodically comes and goes, and is universally attributed to the chaotic motion of
the retainer in unstable energetic modes resulting from increased coefficient of friction between the
retainer and the other bearing parts. Reference 5 concluded that ball pocket friction is more critical to
stability than retainer land friction for the bearing investigated. The increase in ball pocket friction has
been widely attributed to lubricant starvation, despite the trend that occurrences do not necessarily seem
to increase with accumulated operating time, and the contradictory evidence that it is sometimes
observed in conjunction with ‘oil jogs’ which would tend to suggest ample, or even excessive, lubricant
supply. However, electrical discharge can be an obvious source of increased ball pocket friction by
increasing the surface roughness of the balls, rather than the more popular theory of starving the surfaces
of the retainer of lubrication. Therefore, it is suggested that electrical discharge increasing the surface
roughness of balls may be a plausible path to the initiation of cage instability, in the lab due to electrical
currents, and in space due to space charging.
In Reference 6, this author cited an example of “Vibration-Induced” retainer instability in the lab with
brand new well-lubricated bearings, in which the retainer instability could literally be turned on and off with
an electrical switch that changed the motor from delta to wye. Figure 13 shows a waterfall chart from an
accelerometer during a run-up from 0 rpm to 3600 rpm, with data sampled every 200 rpm. A 36x per
revolution disturbance dominates the plot. The retainer instability is clearly visible in the 1-kHz range
above 3000 rpm. The source of the 36x disturbance was the prototype motor used to drive the reaction
wheel. Circulating currents in the delta-configured motor were caused by excessive amplitude modulation
of the magnetic flux density in the motor gap. To prove this, the motor was rewired to a wye configuration,
which eliminated potential circulating current loops and the waterfall measurement was immediately
retaken. The results are shown in Figure 14, which clearly shows elimination of the 36x per revolution
disturbance and no signs of retainer instability. The modified motor winding was the only change to the
reaction wheel between the data taken in Figures 13 and 14. At the time Reference 6 was written, the
observed retainer instability was assumed to be due to micro-vibrations from the circulating currents in the
motor, since no other connection with the circulating currents could be imagined. In hindsight, it is more
likely that the large circulating currents were resulting in high voltage electrical discharge across the
bearings above 3000 rpm, which would tend to roughen the balls and increase the friction coefficient
between the ball and ball pocket, and which increased the potential for retainer instability.

Figure 13. Run-up with large circulating motor
currents at a frequency of 36X per revolution and
resulting cage instability
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Figure 14. Run-up without circulating motor
currents – no cage instability

During recent verification testing of the electrical discharge hypothesis, just 28 minutes after applying
±6 volts across a bearing, one RWA bearing exhibited a 20 mN-m friction spike and produced a rare
audible rumbling sound. This large friction increase (10x the normal bearing friction) at the same time as
the noise is characteristic of severe retainer instability. The author had never observed cage instability in
that size RWA bearing prior to that event. This test result implies the correlation between electrical
discharge and retainer instability.
Another point regarding the possible connection between electrical
discharge and retainer instability is that in addition to roughening
the balls, electrical discharge can also result in instantaneous local
raised defects, which could also result in a cyclical radial excitation
of the retainer at the ball rotation frequency, as depicted in Figure
15. This vibration excitation would seem to be more destabilizing
than static increases in frictional coefficients.
The intent here is not to try to oversimplify something as complex
as cage instability, but to include electrical discharge as a variable
which should be considered as a possible factor during
investigation of retainer instability.

Figure 15. Top View, ball pocket
depiction of effect of raised crater
on cyclical radial excitation of
bearing retainer

Stiction (Breakaway Torque) Increase
Breakaway torque and rolling friction are two performance parameters typically measured on RWAs
during acceptance testing. Breakaway torque is the minimum amount of torque required to start the wheel
from rest, and rolling friction is the minimum amount of torque required to keep the wheel turning. They
are intended to be indicative of the health of the bearing, and their magnitudes can affect spacecraft
attitude control during zero crossings if they are excessive.
Anomalies of breakaway torque occurred for a new high torque RWA design. Previous RWAs with the
same bearings and lubricant had expected values of breakaway torque. When a change to a heritage
design was made to significantly increase the current in the motor, breakaway torque values skyrocketed
during the initial phases of acceptance testing. A root cause analysis initially concluded that it was due to
a variable in the bearing lubrication process, but corrective actions based on this hypothesis were
ineffective. The breakaway torque improved to acceptable limits with accumulated operating time, but the
mystery of why the torque went up compared to the heritage product was not resolved. Increase of the
motor torque capability inevitably increases the quiescent motor-induced voltage across the bearings. In
retrospect, it is believed that the motor torque increase affected the properties of motor-induced electrical
discharge during extended low speed operation encountered just prior to the breakaway torque test.
Preventative Measures
The likelihood of electrical discharge can be reduced using bearing design features intended to prevent
the chain of events presented. The use of ceramic balls blocks the electrical discharge through the
bearings via the isolation provided by ceramics. It is noted in Reference 2 that 72 ITHACO RWAS with
hybrid ceramic bearings have been flown with no known anomalous friction events. However, once the
electrical path from reaction wheel housing to flywheel through the bearings has been eliminated, another
means for providing the flywheel an electrical path must be provided. It must be considered that if the
flywheel were perfectly isolated, very large potentials could develop possibly leading to very large
discharges, which could damage spacecraft electronics. Alternately, with steel bearings, a grounding
brush can be used to bleed off any charge across the lubricant film, or conductive lubricant additives can
reduce the resistance across the bearing. All of these measures are used routinely in terrestrial
applications to mitigate electrical discharge in bearings.
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Lessons Learned
When analyzing root cause of friction anomalies in rotating mechanisms, it is important to consider the
possible effects of electrical discharge. The following recommendations are presented to facilitate this,
based on recent experiences in reaction wheel applications:
1. If the friction anomaly occurs in space, review the timing of the initiation of the friction anomaly
against the local space weather. Coronal mass ejections, geomagnetic storms, and specifically the
direct observation of aurora may indicate a correlation with space charging events.
2. If the friction anomaly occurs in the lab, review the timing of the anomaly relative to motor current
changes, or specifically test equipment failures or grounding circuit changes or transients.
3. Measure the shaft voltage and bearing electrical resistance during various operating conditions. This
can be easily done with a brush applied to the shaft. Several companies offer pickups specifically
designed to measure rotating shaft voltage to detect electrical discharge.
4. Measure the electrical properties of the lubricant and consider how they may evolve over time.
Resistivity greater than 2.5 GΩ-m (conductivity less than 400 pS/m) has been considered to be a
possible danger zone for electrical discharge. This is more likely with synthetic or refined lubricants.
5. Directly test the sensitivity of a sample mechanism to electrical discharge by applying an alternating
voltage directly across the bearing. This can be done with a brush used to measure shaft voltage.
The rate of change of the voltage is an important variable, as slow voltage changes will bleed off.
6. When inspecting bearings that may have been affected by electrical discharge, look for the following
physical features which may be associated with electrical discharge:
a. Pitting or small craters from electrical discharge, usually between 5 to 10 microns.
b. Countless microscopic pits on the balls or races known as “frosting” of the surfaces.
c. Wear grooves, with depths ranging up to 1 micron or more.
d. Blackened or discolored lubricant and staining of the retainers at the expected rubbing points.
e. Repetitive micro-denting of the ball track on the race, which may be a result of a hard electrical
discharge crater formed on a ball.
Conclusions
Analysis of anomalous friction in ball bearings in laboratory and space environments should include
electrical discharge as a possible cause. Potential sources of electrical discharge, plausible explanations
for response of various friction signatures to electrical discharge and supporting observations from the
author’s experience have been presented for consideration.
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